The problem of finding the most economical coverings of M-dimensional Euclidean space by equal spheres whose centres form a lattice, which is equivalent to a problem concerning the inhomogeneous minima of positive definite quadratic forms, has been discussed recently by Barnes and Dickson [1] . The reader is referred to [1] for a complete background on the problem. Terms and notations used will be as in that paper.
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Among other results, Barnes and Dickson proved that if / is an extreme form in the interior of a Voronoi cone A then (i) every extreme form in A is a multiple of / and (ii) / and A have the same group of automorphisms. It is the main object of this paper to extend these results to the following necessary and sufficient condition for extremeness.
THEOREM. / / ^ is the set of all forms in a Voronoi cone A which are invariant under all automorphisms of A, and f is a form in the interior of a Voronoi cone A then f is extreme if and only if f eSF and
(1-1) § § 2 and 3 are concerned with proving this result and § 4 with applying it to the known Voronoi cones.
In § 5 the case where the only form satisfying (1.1) lies on the boundary of the cone is discussed.
The following two lemmas are necessary for the proof of the above theorem. LEMMA This result appeared in [1] but was submerged in the proof of Theorem 2 of that paper. It was not stated as a separate result at that stage.
This lemma means that in the interior of a Voronoi cone the function fi(f) cannot have a local maximum on a line i.e. the maximum of fi(f) on a line segment must occur at one or both of the end points. for 0 ^ t ^ 1. If the maximum value of /x(f t ) is attained at a point, f t say, for which 0 < t x < 1, then o-fi)) ^ !*(f tl ) for all sufficiently small e of either sign. This is impossible, by Lemma 1, as /" is not a multiple of f x and so n(f t ) < max<_ 0>1 fi(fi) for all 0 < t < 1.
Taking t = \ and remembering that //(A/) = /•«(/) (^ > 0), we have
Without loss of generality we can assume that / 0 , / x , • • •, / K _ x are not all multiplies of the same form and f K is not a multiple of / 0 +/i+* " "+/x-iBy assumption
and, from (2.2),
3) and (2.4) together give (2.1) and so (2.1) holds for all k.
Proof of the Theorem
(i) Let / be an extreme interior form of a Voronoi cone A.
From the results of Barnes and Dickson [1] , / e !F and obviously By (3.1) and the definition of /", the maximum value of (i(f t ) is attained at a point f ti for which 0 < t x < 1 and so for all sufficiently small s of either sign. By lemma 1, / 0 -/ is a multiple of f t i.e. /" is a multiple of /.
Thus pV) =min g£ p fi(g).
(ii) Let / be an interior form of A such that / e IF and
Let there be another form f 0 in A for which 
Applications
Dickson extracted all the extreme quaternary forms [2] by finding the set !F for each cone and minimizing fi(f) over !F in each case, i.e. finding the forms satisfying (1.1). However, as this condition had not been shown to be sufficient for extremeness, another result of [1] had to be used of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700004602
to prove that the forms were in fact extreme and the uniqueness of the extreme form in any Voronoi cone used to conclude that they were the only extreme forms. With the above theorem, however, we see that we can conclude immediately that the respective forms are extreme. A similar comment applies to the treatment of the principal domain in [1] by Barnes and Dickson.
The following discussion of the known Voronoi cones shows how easily the extreme forms can be extracted using the above theorem. 
The group G(A) of automorphisms of A has order 2 ( n + l ) ! and is transitive on the edge forms {x t -x 5 ) 2 (0 ^ i < / fS n) of A. G{A) is in fact generated by (i) all permutations ofx 1> x 2 ,'--,x n ;
(ii) x t -> -x t (1 5Si 52 n);
So the set & as defined in the above theorem contains only multiples of 2 2 x t x,.
i,i=0 »=1 l
As this is an interior form then by the above theorem it is extreme and there are no other extreme forms (including boundary forms) in A. As co is not equivalent to the other edge forms of A", then this is the set 3? (neglecting boundary forms).
By using Voronoi's (l+a)t(2-a)* for all / in &.
Solving d[*(f)ldu. = 0, we obtain <x = f (5-^13).
As this value of a gives an interior form of A" then f(x) is extreme when « =1(5-\/13) and this is the only extreme form in A " (neglecting multiples). In a similar manner the form / 3 (x) of [2] can be found to be the extreme form in the cone A' of quaternary forms. Consider, however, the general cone A' [3, p. 159] .
For all n ^ 4, the cone A' is the set of forms expressible in the form
where p t ^ 0, p ti ^ 0 for all i, j and co = ( n -) ( + £ ) + 2 ? + i .
*=3 i=3
It can be shown rather laboriously, making use once again of the above theorem, that an interior form in this cone is extreme if and only if it is a multiple of
where a, ft satisfy [6]
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Boundary forms
All the extreme forms found so far are interior forms, so there has been no results yet which disprove the conjecture made previously that all extreme forms are interior forms.
For each Voronoi cone, the set IF is non-empty and closed (the form 2* *£< (•*) .1) i.e. the minimum of fi(j) on IF is attained on the boundary then this implies that there are no extreme interior forms, but, as yet, it implies nothing about the existence or non-existence of extreme boundary forms. Now, it can be shown that Lemma 1 can be extended to include the case where / is a boundary form and f+eq> is also a boundary form for all sufficiently small e. Using this the general theory can also be extended to include boundary forms. It is found that when there is a boundary form /" in #" satisfying (5.1) then once again this is unique and also is still the only possible extreme form. However, in this case it is not necessarily extreme and will only be extreme if it satisfies (5.1) for all the cones in which it lies. We can summarize all cases as follows:
For any cone A, there will be a unique {up to multiplication by a constant) form / o e / satisfying (5.1) which is the only possible extreme form in A. f 0 is extreme if and only if it is the unique form found in the same manner for all cones containing f 0 .
The case where / 0 occurs on the boundary is definitely possible. The author has examined the general cone A' for higher values of n and found that there are no solutions of (4.2) and (4.3) which satisfy the conditions (4.1) for n 2; 14. This means that there are no interior extreme forms in A' for these values of n. The author has also found that for these values of n the form / 0 as defined above lies on that boundary of A' which is common with the principal domain. As the principal domain does not contain any boundary extreme forms then we know that / 0 is not extreme and hence A' does not contain an extreme form, boundary or interior, for n S; 14.
Whether it is possible for / 0 to occur on the boundary of a cone and satisfy the above condition for extremeness, is still a matter for conjecture.
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